GENERAL NOTES:

ALL DOWN DRAFT TABLE COMPONENTS (EXCEPT STAINLESS STEEL) HAVE A BAKED-ON EPOXY POWDER COAT FINISH (NEW-TECH COLOR CHART).

CERTEK - SAFEMOD HEPA FILTER FILTER PROVIDES A 99.99% EFFICIENT CAPTURE OF PARTICLES AS SMALL AS 0.3 MICRONS LOW FLOW AND DIRTY HEPA FILTER ALARMS ARE BOTH VISIBLE AND AUDIBLE ALARMS. THE FILTER AND FAN HOUSING HAS REMOVABLE ACCESS PANELS (FRONT AND BACK) FOR EASE OF FILTER SERVICING.

NEW YORK BLOWER MODEL #GPA 121 MOTOR: 3/4 HP OD, 1 PH, 115 VOLTS. CAPACITY START, ADJ. BELT DRIVE. HAS A HAVE NON-OVERLOADING ACOUSTA - FOIL WHEEL, WEATHER COVER / BELT GUARD AND OUTLET SCREEN. UNIT WILL PLUG INTO A STANDARD 120 VOLT OUTLET WITH A 14 GAUGE 3 WIRE SO CORD AND DRAWS 8.6 RUNNING AMPS. DOWN DRAFT TABLE OPERATES AT A QUIET 59db.